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Work Better. Live Healthier 
 

Product Highlights: 

 Powerful, reliable, and endlessly versatile, this Standing Desk Frame allows you to rise to the 

level of the work you do. 

 This steel frame, sealed with a powder-coat finish, allows you to supply your own desktop. 

 Motor lift mechanism offers smoother height adjustments, better stabilization, high weight 

capability (up to 120kg) and low noise (under 45 dBs) while running. 

 Our advanced digital memory keypad stores up to four heights, allowing you to switch between 

sitting and standing with a quick touch of a button. Your exact desk height is shown on a display 

that automatically goes dark to reduce power draw while the desk is stationary. This advanced 

keypad is an upgrade to the standard two-button up/down keypad. 

 Sitting all day puts stress on your body just as standing all day does. Studies recommend that 

you start your day standing, sit when your feet get tired, and limit sitting to 30-minute sessions. 

Most studies are now recommending 2-4 hours of standing per 8-hour day. As a bonus, you 

burn about 50 extra calories per hour when you are standing versus sitting. 

 

Benefits of Using an Adjustable Height Standing Desk 

https://www.eiratek.com/benefits-of-using-an-adjustable-height-standing-desk/ 
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Technical Specifications: 

 

 

Package Contents 

 Two motor columns 

 one control box 

 one hand shank  

 hand shank 4 set memory 
 

 

* Actual product may differ slightly in appearance to images shown. * The colour, appearance, product specifications and MRP are subject to change 

without prior notice. * Error and Omissions excepted (E&OE) 

Brand EiRA 

SKU Code ER2402W 

Product Name Height Adjustable Desk Frame 

Fixed Frame Size (1000-1800) * 600 mm 

Suitable Tabletop (1200-2000) * (700-850) mm (Tabletop not included) 

Load Capacity Push (N) 1200N 

Static Load Pull/ Speed (mm/s) 32mm/s 

Stroke Length (mm) 650 mm 

Retracted Length (mm) 560 mm 

Max Load (Kg) 120 kg 

Travel Speed 1.5 inch per second (no load) 

Noise <45 db 

Height Adjust Range (Vertical) 650-1150 mm (25.5” to 45.3”) 

Length Adjust Range (Horizontal) 1150-1800 mm (45.3” to 71”) 

Base Width 42.25” min. ~ 74” max. 

Frame Material Powder Coated Steel 

Legs Two Motor 2-Stage 

Control Panel Up/Down Function with 4- Memory presets 

Voltage Available 110-230V 

Duty Cycle 10%, max 2 min on/ 18 min Off 

Leg Orientation Normal Upwards 

Color White 

Standard CE/ FCC/ ROHS/ UL 

Warranty* 1 year 


